
About us 

 

After planning with many travel guide books and maps, wasting numerous hours for 

searching and booking on silo platforms, our family had an idea for a more efficient online 

travel office.  We travelled to many beautiful and interesting places such as South Africa, 

Tanzania-Zanzibar, Peru; Machu Picchu-Cusco, Ecuador-Galapagos Islands, Utah Parks-Las 

Vegas-California, Kyoto-Osaka-Tokyo, Hongkong-Suzhou-Shanghai. 

 

Every occasion it was a very time consuming venture to find and book various travel 

products that allowed an enjoyable travel journey at an affordable cost. After spending 

hours and days planning the football world cup championship in Russia travelling to various 

cities from Rostow on Don, Samara, St. Petersburg to Moscow, the idea was born and 

became a project. 

 

Not long after travelplanbooker became a realized project, Joshua Dunne joined and was 

tasked with fine tuning the customer experience and sourcing and leading a team of 

software engineers to develop what is proudly the world’s first all-in-one online travel 

planning and booking tool. Josh’s strong project management experience and extensive 

knowledge of the travel industry, both as a travel agent and an avid traveler proved to be 

important strengths that helped the project move from ‘project mode’ to going live. 

 

 

What we stand for 
 
Travelling is supposed to be an escape from your everyday life. You’ve worked hard, saved 

up, allowed yourself to dream a little. And now it’s time to book. The web offers a flood of 

information regarding travel. Planning a trip is therefore often a stressful matter. This is 

where we can help by simplifying your travel planning massively with our “all in one” system. 

On travelplanbooker.com you can arrange your entire trip comfortably and stress-free. Book 

transportation, accommodation as well as rental cars and attractions on just one website. 

We compare the different options based on the current prices and present you the best 

offers. At the same time, we provide you with information about your desired destination 

and thus replace a printed travel guide. Create the travel of your dreams and save yourself 

time, money and stress. 

 

Travelplanbooker.com is a family-owned, pure online travel agency which offers you an 

intuitive, inspirational and informative customer travel with the best value for money. 



Who we are 

 
mytravelHIT Ltd is a family owned, online travel agency. 

The homepage travelplanbooker.com offers our customers intuitive, inspirational, 

informative, and cost optimized journeys. 

You plan, search, book your best travel value. 

 

 

Hess family on Safari in Tansania: Christina, Ruedi, Irene, Stephanie and Dominic all live in Zurich Switzerland and are co-

founders and majority shareholders of travelplanbooker. 

 

 

Joshua Dunne, CEO, Co-Founder and shareholder of travelplanbooker enjoying a short weekend in Porto 



Our Approach 
 
You choose your own route on the basis of travelplanbooker.com suggestions and module 

and decide online also on the price and quality of the services expected on the trip. 

Unlike the well-known travel agencies, it has no pre-printed, pre-planned itineraries. Also no 

catalogues or contractual arrangements with providers of flights or accommodation . 

We want to present you the best offers, therefore we only work together with renowned 

industry providers such as Swiss International Airlines, Easyjet, Ibis Hotels etc. 

Mastercard is our partner of trust when it comes to online payments. Your money is in safe 

hands. 

 

travelplanbooker.com clearly distinguishes itself from the well-known “silo” booking 

platforms. We offer you a dynamic travel program so that you can arrange your trip easily in 

one tool and create unforgettable memories. 

 

Unlike the well-known travel agencies, travelplanbooker.com has no pre-printed, pre-

planned itineraries. As well no catalogues or contractual arrangements with providers of 

flights or accommodations or activities. 

 

We are working as intermediary presenting you the best offers. You can plan, search for, 

book, pay your dream vacation at your budget costs. 
 


